High plasticity of the hepatitis B virus capsid revealed by conformational stress.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) replicates through reverse transcription inside its icosahedral nucleocapsid. The internal genome status is signaled to the capsid surface, predicting regulated conformational changes in the capsid structure. To probe their nature and extent, we imposed local conformational stress on the outer surface of HBV capsid-like particles, and monitored its consequences by electron cryomicroscopy and image reconstruction. The capsid structure had an enormous flexibility and robustness as a whole, as well as within the subunits, whose spikes were able to rotate by as much as 40 degrees against the distal interdimer contact sites. The likely hinge for the swiveling movement was the conserved Gly111 residue at the inner surface of the capsid. The stress imposed from the outside also affected the internal capsid organization, implying a specific route for the flow of conformational information between capsid interior and exterior as required for signaling of the genome status.